The Smart way to choose In-Wall USB Chargers

Why choose Leviton In-Wall Chargers?

In-wall USB chargers are fast becoming a necessity in homes throughout the country. Did you know most American households have an average of four electronic devices that require charging? As their numbers grow, so too does the web of cables and jumbled devices that are clustered around a single charger – not to mention the adapters that are always missing. By installing multiple in-wall chargers in places like kitchens, bedrooms, dens and home offices, you can add real value by making charging faster and easier. It’s important to always choose outlets from a trusted brand like Leviton to ensure electrical safety and functionality.

What to look for when choosing an In-Wall Charger

There are many in-wall chargers on the market. While they may look similar, Leviton offers Type A and Type-C™ in one duplex application. The future of charging In-wall USB chargers are fast becoming a necessity in homes throughout the country. Did you know most American households have an average of four electronic devices that require charging? As their numbers grow, so too does the web of cables and jumbled devices that are clustered around a single charger – not to mention the adapters that are always missing. By installing multiple in-wall chargers in places like kitchens, bedrooms, dens and home offices, you can add real value by making charging faster and easier. It’s important to always choose outlets from a trusted brand like Leviton to ensure electrical safety and functionality.
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